MANY CANDIDATES FOR CITY OFFICES

Mayorarty Race Threatens to Become Free-for-All Scramble.

LANE AGAINST MANNING

Flight on Democratic Side to Wall Portland—Republican Ticket to Mrs. Hens—Thomas C. Dow—Ex New Mayor Active.

So spite of the fact that the most active activity on the Democratic side has been the campaign of the northern candidate for mayor, the ticket has now brought out its entire array of candidates, and will not be unrepresented at the election, in the event a primary is called. It has been announced that Mayor Lowe's strategy is to have a Free-for-All ticket, with candidates for everything, making it impossible for any of the candidates to get a handle or to secure votes on any other name. This is why Mayor Lowe has not been active in the campaign, as it is thought that he would be overthrown if a primary were called.
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